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difficult to completely protect the doctor's hands and face
from X-ray radiation.In addition, long-term surgical work will
also cause chronic neck pain and back pain to doctors, which
will bring great dangers to doctors' health[3].
Today, robot-assisted medical systems have become the
most widespread applications of robots in the medical field.
In order to protect doctors from X-ray radiation, most
interventional surgical robots adopt a master-slave
structure[4]. The doctor is separated from the patient and the
operation is performed remotely. The vascular intervention
robot should be able to obtain the resistance of the catheter
during the vascular intervention in the patient, and feedback
the force information to doctor on operation side[5].
Most existing vascular intervention robot force feedback
control systems use PID control[6].However,medical
intervention catheter is the highly flexible device,it is difficult
to determine accurate kinematic model, and the catheter will
continue to be affected by blood flow, blood vessel wall
contact force and other factors that catheter is moving in the
blood vessel, also the system parameters certain changes
occur, which causes the control system to be unable to
precisely control the safe pushing force of the catheter[7].
Therefore, this paper proposes a fuzzy PID controller for a
robotic system for vascular interventional surgery to solve this
problem.
This paper is divided into five chapters: The first part is
introduction. The second part is an overview of the structure
of the vascular interventional robot system. The third part is
the basic principle and simulation analysis of fuzzy PID
controller design. The penultimate part is the analysis of
experiments and results. The last part is the conclusion .

Abstract –At present, most vascular interventional surgical
robot force feedback control systems use PID control. However,
for the PID control system, once the system parameters are
selected, they cannot be changed, and their adaptability to
changes in external conditions is poor. In this paper, a fuzzy PID
controller is proposed for the master slave force feedback control
system of vascular interventional surgical robots.To solved the
error problems with force feedback accuracy, we conducted a
master slave force feedback experiment to compare the effects of
using PID and fuzzy PID control on system performance.The
experimental results showed that the use of fuzzy PID control can
improve accuracy and stability of master slave force feedback,
and provide a good theoretical basis for the control of a robotic
force feedback system for vascular interventional catheters.
Index Terms - Interventional surgical robot，Force feedback,
Fuzzy PID

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the combination of robotics and
medical technology has greatly promoted the development
of vascular minimally invasive interventional surgical
robots. Through the robot master slave operating system,
doctors can remotely control the robot to complete vascular
interventional surgery[1]. Compared with traditional
minimally invasive surgery, robot-assisted interventional
surgery has more accurate positioning, shortens the
operation time, reduces the amount of radiation for doctors
and patients and greatly improves the safety of the
operation.
Along with the social and economical development .The
promotion of residents' living standards, the middle-aged and
the elderly have become the main subjects of frequent
cardiovascular and cerebral blood vessels.As the continuous
advancement of medical theory, surgery has begun to develop
in the direction of fine, complex and minimally invasive.
Compared to traditional surgery, microtrauma surgical
vascular interventional surgery has become the first choice of
attending doctors and most patients due to its advantages such
as smaller wounds, lower risks, less pain during surgery, and
faster wound healing[2].Because doctors need to operate in
the radiation environment for long times, they must wear
heavy radiation protective clothing. However, it is also
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II. THE MASTER-SLAVE VASCULAR
INTERVENTIONAL SURGICAL ROBOTIC SYSTEM
In accordance with right now demands of interventional
surgery, our team designed a robotic assistance system for
vascular interventional surgery. The robot system can assist
doctors to complete the coordinated operation of pushing and
twisting the catheter and guide wire during interventional
procedure, also has that function of force feedback.It allows
doctors to feel the resistance during the surgical intervention
in real time, which improves the accuracy and safety of the
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interventional procedure. The overall system of the vascular
interventional surgery robot adopts a master-slave operation
method, including master side and slave side. The system
composition is indicated that Fig 1.

Fig.3 The structure of the salve manipulator

III. THE DESIGN OF THE FUZZY PID CONTROLLER
A. Fuzzy Control System
The fuzzy control system consists of four parts.
Including fuzzification, fuzzy rules, fuzzy decision reasoning
and defuzzification[8].
The functions of every purpose as follows:
1) Fuzzification.The accurate input amount is converted to the
fuzzy amount described by the fuzzy sentence.
2) Fuzzy rules:The core of fuzzy control judgment.
3) Fuzzy decision reasoning:In accordance with fuzzy rules
and obtained the fuzzy output of the system through fuzzy
reasoning.
4)Defuzzification.The fuzzy amount output from fuzzy
reasoning is converted into an accurate digital amount for the
actual system to accept.

Fig.1 The overview of vascular interventional surgical robotic control system

During the operation, the doctor obtains the specific
position and posture of the catheter guide wire in the blood
vessel through the visual feedback information of DSA, and
then operates the main manipulator to issue control
instructions. The computer control system processes and
calculation then sends it to the slave controller. The slave
controller controls the slave manipulator, and completes a
series of operations, such as the advancement and retreat of
the catheter and rotation to achieve control of the catheter tip.
In this process, the slave transfers collected force feedback
messages to robot's master to achieve force feedback .
That main of the doctor's operation consists of two parts,
the catheter manipulator and the guide wire manipulator. The
composition of structure is the same, and each part composed
of a magnetic rod, a slide rail, a magnetic block, a linear
displacement sensor, etc.In line with the principle of
electromagnetic induction to realize force feedback.The
design of structure as shown in Fig 2 .
That slave also consist of two parts, corresponding to the
catheter manipulator and guide wire manipulator.The whole
consists of the clamp and linear displacement platform. The
design of structure reveal in Fig 3.

B. Design of Force Feedback Fuzzy PID Control System
The general form of the control law of the conventional
PID[9] controller is:

(1)

G (s) =

U (s)



1
= K p 1 +
+ TD s 
E (s)
 TI s


(2)

As illustrated in Fig 4 is the composition of fuzzy PID
force feedback control schematic diagram.

Fig.4 The structure of fuzzy PID force feedback control system.

e f ( kT ) = Fd ( kT ) − F ( kT )

Fig.2 The structure of the master manipulator
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(3)

control rule table is finally concluded. The fuzzy rule table is
as follows:
(4)
T is sampling period; kT is sampling times; Fd is the
expected consequent of contact force (actual consequent of
contact force at the slave side),and F is the actual consequent
of contact force (actual consequent of feedback force at the
master side)
The error e and the error change rate ec are respectively
E and EC after fuzzification. Their domains are [-3,3],their
membership functions are triangles.

Tab.1 ΔK P Fuzzy control rule table

(5)
Tab.2 ΔK I Fuzzy control rule table

(6)

ke =
kec =

6
emax − emin

6
ecmax − ecmin

(7)
(8)

The divided 7-level fuzzy subsets are all taken as {NB,
NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, PB}[10]. The meanings of the
parameters in the subset are: negative large, negative medium,
negative small, zero, positive small,positive middle and
positive large.
Combining the adjustment principles of PID control
parameters with the system's steady-state accuracy and
stability,given the relationship between output fuzzy variables
and input fuzzy variables [11].
1. When the deviation is negative and the variation of the
deviation is negative, the deviation will increase at this
time[12]. In order to eliminate the existing deviation as soon
as possible while suppressing the deviation, the correction
value of the proportional coefficient of the PID regulator
should be made positive and the integral coefficient should be
corrected take a negative value for the measurement and a
positive correction value for the differential coefficient.2.
When the deviation is negative and the deviation is positive, it
means that the system itself has tendency to reduce the
deviation, but in order to eliminate the deviation as soon as
possible[13].PID regulator ratio should be made the
coefficient correction amount should be positive, the integral
correction coefficient should be zero[14], also the differential
correction coefficient should be negative. 3.When the
deviation is negative, the system is close to steady state. If the
deviation is positive, the deviation will decrease. Eliminate
own negative large deviations as soon as possible without
overshooting.The modifier of the regulator proportional
coefficient should be zero,the integral correction coefficient is
zero, and the differential correction coefficient is negative.
And combined with the empirical method, the fuzzy PID

Tab.3 ΔK D Fuzzy control rule table

The fuzzy control amount obtained through fuzzy control
rules and fuzzy reasoning needs anti-fuzzy processing in order
to obtain accurate values[15].This article uses weighted
average method to defuzzify. The formula is as follows:

(9)
Where Z is the exact value of defuzzification, the μi is
fuzzy variable element, and μ ( μi ) is the membership of the
corresponding element.
The result of defuzzification is substituted into equation
10 to calculate the PID controller parameters .
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K P = K 'P + {ei , eci } p = K P '+ ΔK P
K I = K 'I + {ei , eci }I = K I '+ ΔK I

(10)

K D = K 'D + {ei , eci }D = K D '+ ΔK D
In the formula, all the initial values of PID control
parameters, and incremental parameters of the PID control
amount of each cycle obtained through the corresponding
fuzzy rule reasoning[16].In general, the parameters of PID are
adjusted in the light of the real time errors and error rate of the
system, and adjusted by fuzzy inference[17]. The KP, KI, and
KD values are output in real-time to achieve control function
of the fuzzy PID system, which reflects control algorithm
adaptability to environmental changes.
Fig.6 Simulation results

C. Simulation and Results

And t =10.0s the green line basically reaches the equilibrium
state,which demonstrates the fuzzy PID control can make
signal reach steady state faster.
In summary, when the traditional PID controller and the
fuzzy PID controller process the same signal.Compared with
traditional PID control, fuzzy PID control algorithm can
effectively reduce the system's adjustment time and overshoot,
and perform faster response to achieve the desired effect.

For the purpose of assess the control capability effect of
fuzzy PID control algorithm applied master slave force
feedback control system of vascular interventional surgery
robots, the simulation models of traditional PID and fuzzy
PID control systems were set up in the simulink environment
under MATLAB for analysis.It’s displayed in Fig 5.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to verify the good feedback control performance
of the proposed fuzzy PID control master-slave force
feedback. We conducted force feedback tests in the isolated
blood vessel model through the master and slave, including
catheter force feedback experiments and guide wire force
feedback experiments.The catheter and guide wire inserted
into the isolated blood vessel as shown in Fig 7.The whole
experiment was carried out at a uniform safe speed of 10mm/s
at the master-slave side, and it take 50s to complete.
The experiment of the force feedback of the guide wire at
the master and slave side is shown in Fig 8. That black line
indicates the detection force of the guide wire at the slave
side,and the red line indicates the feedback force received at
the master side.In order to evaluate the control performance of
the controller, we collected and sorted out the experimental

Fig.5 Simulation comparison model of controller

The simulation results shown in Fig 6.The step signal is
added at 0s.The two control algorithms simulate the response
of the step signal as shown in Fig 6,the red line represents the
step signal,the green line represents the output signal of the
traditional PID controller,and the blue line represents the line
signal adjusted by the fuzzy PID controller.As can be seen
from the simulation results,When t = 5.0s, the blue line
basically reaches the equilibrium state.

Fig.7 Experiment of the force feedback
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Fig.8 Experiment of guide wire force feedback
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Fig.10. Experiment of catheter force feedback
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Fig.9 The force feedback error of guide wire
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data and error analysis.The error analysis chart is indicated in
Fig 9.It’s indicated from Fig 9. the error of master slave guide
wire force feedback is between 0 and 22mN.The master slave
guide wire force feedback error within the acceptable error
range, which will not have any impact on the safety of the
whole operation.
Meanwhile, we conducted the experiment of catheters
force feedback on master and slave side, as shown at Fig
10.The black line represents the force detected from the end
catheter, and the red line represents the feedback force
received by the main side.Similarly, we collate
the
experimental dates and analysis, as shown in Fig 11.It’s shows
from Fig.11 force feedback error of the master slave catheter
is between 0 and 24mN.The force feedback error of within
acceptable error range, which meets the security requirements
of vascular surgery.

Fig.11 The force feedback error of catheter

From the overall view of the master-slave side catheter
and guide wire force feedback control,that control
performance satisfy the demands of surgery safety.It is worth
emphasizing that, according to different operators,it will have
a certain impact on the error change. In the future, the team
will do further research on the capability of the master and
slave system.
V. CONCLUSIONS
For the purpose of improve the accuracy and response
speed of master slave vascular surgical robot with force
feedback, this paper proposes a fuzzy PID controller for force
feedback control system. And experiment of the master slave
force feedback was conducted to verify the performance of
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fuzzy PID controller. Experimental results show that the
response speed and feedback accuracy of the fuzzy PID
controller are better than the performance of the traditional
single PID controller.In the future, we will conduct animal
surgery experiments to verify the effectiveness of force
feedback in vascular interventional surgery.
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